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Referencing Using APA Style. Write “TRUE” if the reference is correctly written using the American Psychological
Association (APA) style; otherwise if it is INCORRECT, rewrite the whole reference to have it in an APA format. To
show the “Italic” part of the reference, underline the phrase which needs to be italicized OR can write it in a
“SLANT” manner.
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APA Citation. Read the following article and indicate if it correctly followed the APA citation. Write ‘’TRUE” if the
citation is correctly written or if it incorrect, write the correct form of citation.

Sustainable Development (SD) is defined by the World Commission on Environment and Development
(WCED)’s Brundtland Commission Report, it is a kind of development “that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland
Commission Report, 1987). Furthermore, WCED (2007) explains that SD is “not a fixed state of harmony, but
rather a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the orientation
of technological development, and institutional change are made consistent with future as well as present
needs.” (ENGER & SMITH, 2009; Harding, Peters, Richards, Reynolds & David, 2002). Thus, this development
can be “pursued in harmony with changing productive potential of the ecosystem… and it must rest on
political will.” (WCED: 1987). Moreover, the concept of SD has been accepted worldwide to link economic
and social development with rigorous environmental management to achieve “sustainability.” (BELLEZA, J.R.,
2002). Arellano, 2002 as cited by (Hubbard, 2010) points out further that SD is not a “business as usual”
scenario. The author viewed SD as a framework for development which poses new demands on the roles of
engineers and scientists and will affect the decision-making process and outcomes. These new roles from
engineering professionals entail different skills – away from the traditional educated professionals and it is
expect them to have the following essential qualities: (a) attitude: an environmental ethic and holistic
approach; (b) specific skills: the ability to understand and work with complex systems, work as a team with
diverse backgrounds, good communication skills and high level of creativity; and (c) broad knowledge: in
terms legal, social economic and ecological aspects (Claiborne, A.B. & Dewey, C.D., 2010; Jones, Fox, Hales,
Howe & Fulmer, 1999; R.R. Aquinas & A.C. Roberts, 1995).
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